Directed self-assembly of sub-10 nm particle clusters using topographical templates.
Directed self-assembly of nanoparticles (DSA-n) is an approach that creates suitable conditions to capture nanoparticles randomly dispersed in a liquid and position them into predefined locations on a solid template. Although DSA-n is emerging as a potential bottom-up patterning technique to build nanostructures using nanoparticles of various sizes, geometries and material compositions, there are still several outstanding challenges. In this paper, we focus on the DSA-n of sub-10 nm particles using topographical templates to guide them into 1D and 2D ordered arrays. The process mechanism leading DSA-n at sub-10 nm size scale has been reviewed and experimental evidence of the impact of the template on the positioning both individual and clusters of particles with low level of structure defects have also been demonstrated. Furthermore, by controlling the drying direction of the liquid within polygonal traps, we are also able to tune the spacing between the trapped nanoparticle clusters. This self-structuring phenomenon is of crucial importance for various applications such as plasmonics and charge transport within quantum circuits, whereby the coupling effects are highly dependent on the size of the nanoparticles and their separation.